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information. To prevent the dislosure of the sensi-tive data, tehniques suh as data transformation toonform k-anonymity standard (Sweeney 2002), anbe applied. Besides the privay onern for sensitivedata, there exists another form of threat, i.e. the dis-losure of sensitive patterns disoverable from data.In (Fule & Roddik 2004), the authors presenta motivating example whih sensitive patterns andamage reputation of the individuals in the data. Inthis example, suppose that a data set is released pub-lily. A rule \(PostCode = 5409) ^ (Age = 18to 25) ^ (Gender = Male) ! HepBStatus =Yes is disovered from the data set, suppose that thepostode 5409 referred to an indigenous ommunityor the national parliament. This rule may be on-sidered an o�ense to the population in the area andshould be \hidden" before the data set is released.In data sharing senario, in order to hide sensi-tive patterns, the given data set needs to be modi-�ed so that the sensitive pattern beomes uninterest-ing against the pre-spei�ed \interestingness" thresh-olds. To address this problem, not only sensitive pat-terns should be hidden, data modi�ation algorithmsshould also maintain the harateristis of the givendata set, as required by the releasing purpose. Inthis paper, we refer suh the harateristis as dataquality. Apparently, failing to preserve data qualitymeans that the data sharing is useless.Typially, the existing data modi�ation algo-rithms (Oliveira & Za��ane 2003, Verykios, Elma-garmid, Bertino, Saygin & Dasseni 2004, HajYasien& Estivill-Castro 2006) apply data perturbation ap-proah, i.e. hanging some data values in a givendata set from an original value to another value. Forexample, a data value \male" in gender attribute ofa tuple ould be hanged into \female" in order tohide a sensitive pattern. Although suh approahould hide sensitive patterns and possibly maintaindata quality, it has the following drawbaks. First,some of the data values in a perturbed data set arenot \real" values. Further, there is no method todistinguish real data and modi�ed data within theperturbed data sets. This drawbak ould redue thereditability of modi�ed data sets. Finally, the per-turbation may modify some tuples and ause someuninteresting patterns to beome interesting.In this paper, we propose a data redution ap-proah to address the problem of hiding sensitivepatterns. In this approah, data modi�ations algo-



rithms will remove the whole seleted tuples in orderto hide sensitive patterns. Comparing with the dataperturbation approah, all data values in a modi�eddata set are real. So, this approah produes redibledata sets in detail level. Also, if some uninterest-ing patterns beome interesting by a data redution,it is often the ase that for these patterns, at leastone of their interestingness measures have reahed thethreshold, but some tuples may blok the patternsfrom being interesting against the other interesting-ness measure(s). This is di�erent from the perturba-tion approah in whih this situation may our fromthe arti�ial perturbed data.We explore the sensitive pattern hiding problem,in whih the foused pattern type is assoiative las-si�ation rule (Li, Han & Pei 2001, Liu, Hsu &Ma 1998). This type of pattern an be disoveredbased on support and on�dene sheme as assoia-tion rule mining (Agrawal, Imielinski & Swami 1993),but having a designate attribute as lass label. Forthe hidden ondition of sensitive rules, as mentionedin (Agrawal et al. 1993), the on�dene of a rule is itsstrength, while the support is its statistial interest-ingness. A rule is worth onsideration if its supportis higher than the minimum threshold. Therefore, inthis paper, a sensitive rule is hidden suessfully ifits support is fallen below the pre-spei�ed supportthreshold. While, the impat on data quality is rep-resented in term of the number of false-dropped rulesand ghost rules, both of whih are well-known as themeasurements for data quality (Verykios et al. 2004).False-dropped rules are non-sensitive rules whose sup-port or on�dene falls below the support or on�-dene threshold by data modi�ation unintentionally.While, ghost rules are arti�ially generated by datamodi�ation. To maintain data quality, data modi�-ation algorithms should keep the sum of two numbersas low as possible.After de�ning the problem, we ondut experi-ments to illustrate the appliability of the data redu-tion approah. For the investigation purpose, we im-plement an exhaustive searh algorithm whih hidessensitive rules and meanwhile optimizes data qual-ity. The data quality is investigated in various di�er-ent situations, i.e. standard data sets with di�erentharateristis, sensitive rules with di�erent supports,and di�erent numbers of sensitive rules to be hidden.Also, the numbers of remaining tuples from the re-dution proess are investigated.The ontribution of the paper is twofold. First,we introdue and de�ne the problem of hiding sensi-tive assoiative lassi�ation rules by data redution.Seond, we ondut extensive experiments and theresults show that the data redution based approahwork very e�etively for our problem.The organization of this paper is as follows. Re-lated work is reviewed in the next setion. The basinotations used in this paper are introdued in Setion3. A data redution approah is disussed in Setion4. And the experimental results are reported in Se-tion 5. Finally, we provide onlusion and outlooksto future works in Setion 6.2 Related workThe sensitive pattern hiding problem is one ofthe problems addressed in Privay Preservation DataMining (PPDM) researh area. In PPDM, the prob-lems to be foused an be ategorized into two types,the problem of individual privay preservation andthe threat from sensitive patterns. For individualprivay, every reord within a given data set shouldnot be re-identi�ed when data mining algorithms areapplied to the data set. There are several works pro-

posed to address the de-identifying problem (Sweeney2002, Wong, Li, Fu & Wang 2006, Mahanavajjhala,Gehrke, Kifer & Venkitasubramaniam 2006)For the sensitive pattern hiding problem, itwas originally introdued in (Atallah, Elmagarmid,Ibrahim, Bertino & Verykios 1999). As disussed inSetion 1, not only sensitive patterns should be hid-den, but also data quality should be preserved. Whenan optimal data quality is required, the sensitive pat-tern hiding problem is proven as an NP-hard problem(Atallah et al. 1999). There are a few approahes tomodify data sets for sensitive pattern hiding problem,i.e. data perturbation (Verykios et al. 2004, Oliveira& Za��ane 2003, Sun & Yu 2005), data reonstrution(Ev�mievski, Srikant, Agarwal & Gehrke 2004), dataredution (Clifton 2000) and data bloking (Saygin,Verykios & Clifton 2001).Existing works usually addressed the problem bydata perturbation approah in the ontext of asso-iation rules and frequent itemsets. In (Verykioset al. 2004), the authors presented a few heuristialgorithms to modify the data set to hide sensitiveassoiation rules. By their proposed algorithms, theseleted values in the data set will be perturbed toderease the support and/or the on�dent values ofthe sensitive rules. The rules will be hidden suess-fully if their support and/or on�dent values are lessthan the spei� thresholds. The authors proposedto hide sensitive assoiation rules through the twofollowing options, (1) derease the on�dene of therule, and (2) derease the support of the rule. Inthe �rst option, the authors presented the analysisof the assoiation rules's on�dene formulation, thatis, jX[Y j�100jXj for a rule jX ! Y j. Then, the authorssuggested two ways to derease the on�dene; �rst,perturb the item Y from 1 to 0 in the transationswhih partially support the rule X ! Y to dereasethe numerator part of formulation (jX [ Y j). Thiswill �x the value in denumerator part of the formula-tion (jX j). The other way of hiding is to inrease thevalue of the denumerator of the formulation whihwill make the on�dene value derease. It an bedone by perturbing the item X from 0 to 1 in thepartially supported transations of the rule. The se-ond option is ahieved by perturbing the item X oreither Y from 1 to 0 to derease the support of therule X ! Y . The authors also presented the experi-ment results of these proposed ways.Oliveira and Za��ane proposed three heuristi al-gorithms to hide sensitive frequent itemsets, i.e.Minimal Frequeny Item, the Maximal FrequenyItem, and the Item Grouping algorithms (Oliveira& Za��ane 2002, Oliveira & Za��ane 2003). The al-gorithms have four steps as follows. First, the al-gorithms identify the transations whih support thesensitive patterns. Seond, the vitim items in theidenti�ed transations are seleted for perturbationby di�erent riteria. In the Minimal Frequeny Itemalgorithm, items whih have minimal support valuesare seleted to be removed. While the Maximal Fre-queny Item algorithm removes the item that hasmaximal support value. In the last algorithm, theItem Grouping algorithm, tries to selet an item thatis ommon among sensitive frequent itemsets, then,removing the item an help hide many sensitive fre-quent itemsets at one. Third, the number of transa-tions to be perturbed is determined by the dislosurethreshold. The last step is the atual perturbation.For eah sensitive pattern, it begins with the sortingof the supporting transations of the pattern by thedegree of onit, i.e. the number of sensitive ruleswhih a transation supports. Then, it perturbs anumbers of transations from the third step by hang-ing the item value from 1 to 0 in the vitim items.



There are a few works proposed to solve the prob-lem based on the onept of the border of itemsets. In(Sun & Yu 2005), a border-based algorithm to hidethe sensitive frequent itemsets is proposed. the al-gorithm is proposed to hide the lower border of thesensitive itemsets, instead of hiding every sensitiveitemset. In (Moustakides & Verykios 2006), the Min-Max algorithm is proposed. In this work, given manysensitive itemsets, the authors suggest hiding the sen-sitive itemsets with minimum support �rst, beausethey are the losest to the borders. Then, among thesensitive minimum support itemsets, the highest (ormaximum) support itemsets will be seleted. Fromsuh the highest support itemsets, the vitim itemsto be modi�ed an be seleted.Typially, when a set of sensitive patterns is given,sensitive pattern-hiding algorithms will onsider hid-ing the rules on a one-by-one basis. In (HajYasien &Estivill-Castro 2006), the authors proposed two teh-niques for sensitive item seletion whih onsideredmany sensitive itemsets at the same time. The �rsttehnique onsiders the sensitive item's numbers ofourrene among sensitive itemsets, that is, it seletsfor modi�ation the items with the highest our-rene. The seond tehnique onsiders the ardinali-ties of the sensitive itemsets: it selets for modi�a-tion those itemsets with the smallest ardinality. Theexperiments showed that the �rst tehnique has lessimpat on the data quality in term of false-droppeditemsets.In (Wu, Chiang & Chen 2007), the authors pre-sented a di�erent view to the problem of sensitiveassoiation rule hiding. Instead of hiding the sensi-tive assoiation rules and minimizing the impat ondata quality (ghost rules and false-dropped rules), theauthors suggested that the impat an damage theappliability of the modi�ed data set. Therefore, analgorithm to modify the data set suh that there isno side e�et, and minimize the number of dislosedsensitive rules is proposed.Another work related to sensitive rule hiding is theinferene problem with regard to lassi�ation min-ing in (Wang, Fung & Yu 2005). Instead of sensi-tive rule hiding, the authors address a problem ofbloking inferene hannel in the form < IC ! �,h >, where IC is a set of attributes, � is a lasslabel, and h is a on�dene threshold, for example< fPosode;Age;Genderg ! HepBStatus = Y es,75% >. The authors also presented an algorithm toblok inferene hannel by modifying the data in atop-down basis, i.e. a sensitive attribute value will�rstly be transformed into the most general value,then it will be transformed into a more spei� valuewhen the algorithm proeeds further. This work anbe onsidered as a more general problem than theworks whih address sensitive pattern hiding.Instead of the sensitive pattern hiding problemin the data sharing senario, the problem in rule-sharing senario is presented in (Oliveira, Za��ane& Saygin 2004). The authors proposed the Down-right Sanitizing Algorithm (DSA) whih an be usedto deide whih other frequent itemsets (aside fromthe sensitive frequent itemsets) must be also hidden.These other frequent itemsets an be (1) subsets ofthe sensitive frequent itemsets, (2) supersets of thesensitive frequent itemsets.3 Basi NotationIn this setion, we introdue the basi notationrequired for our onsideration: Data Set and Classi-�ation.De�nition 1 (Data Set) Let a data set D be aolletion of tuples, D = fd1; d2; : : : ; dng, and I =

f1; : : : ; ng be a set of identi�ers for elements of D.Tuples in a table is not neessary to be unique.The data set D is de�ned on a shema A =fA1; A2; : : : ; Akg, and J = f1; : : : ; kg be a set of iden-ti�ers for elements of A.For eah j 2 J , domain of Aj , denoted asdom(Aj) � N , where N is the set of natural num-ber.For eah i 2 I, di(A) = (di(A1); di(A2);: : : ; di(Ak)), denoted as (di1; di2; : : : ; dik).Let C be a set of lass labels, suh that C =f1; 2; : : : ; og, and M = f1; : : : ; og be a set of iden-ti�ers for elements of C. For all m 2 M , m 2 N ,where N is the set of natural numbers.The label is just an identi�er of a lass. A lasswhih is labelled as m de�nes a subset of tuples whihis desribed by data assigned to the lass. The lasslabel of a tuple di is denoted as di:Class. The lassi-�ation problem is to establish a mapping from D toC. Please note that we are de�ning the general dataset for the traditional assoiative lassi�ation prob-lem. In the data set, we allow dupliation (i.e. twodata entries are idential in terms of tuple and lasslabel) and onit (i.e. two data entries an have thesame tuple information but with di�erent lass label).De�nition 2 (Classi�ation) A literal p is apair, onsisting of an attribute Aj and a value v indom(Aj). A tuple di will satisfy the literal p(Aj ; v)i� dij = v.Given a data set D, and a set of lass labelsC, let R be a set of lassi�ation rules, suh thatR = fr1; r2; : : : ; rqg, and L = f1; : : : ; qg be a set ofidenti�ers for elements of R.For all l 2 L, rl : V p! m, where p is the literal,and m is a lass label. The left hand side (LHS) ofthe rule rl is the onjuntion of the literals, denotedas rl:LHS. The right hand side (RHS) is a lass labelof the rule rl, denoted as rl:RHS.A tuple di satis�es the lassi�ation rule rl i� itsatis�es all literals in rl:LHS, and has a lass labelm as rl:RHS.A tuple di whih satis�es the lassi�ation rule rlis alled supporting tuple of rl. The support of therule rl; denoted as Sup(rl); is the number of support-ing tuples of rl. The supporting set Dl = fdi 2 Djdithat satis�es rlg. The on�dene of rule rl, denotedas Conf(rl), is the ratio between Sup(rl) and the to-tal number of tuples whih satisfy all literals in LHSof rl.Typially, a number of lassi�ation rules whihsatisfy minimal support and on�dene values an belarge (Li et al. 2001). The set of rules should bepruned by removing some \redundant" rules beforebeing applied in the lassi�ation for the target dataset. So, in the ontext of sensitive rule hiding prob-lem, we should deal with only unpruned rules. In thispaper, we hide and address the quality on the oneptof \general rules" as follows.De�nition 3 (General rule) Given a data setD, a set of lassi�ation rules R satisfying minimalsupport minsup, and minimal on�dene minonf .A lassi�ation rule rl 2 R is a general rule if theredoes not exist a lassi�ation rule r0l 2 R whihrl:RHS = r0l:RHS and rl:LHS � r0l:LHS.4 Data RedutionIn this setion, we present the rule hiding de�ni-tion, impat on data quality and problem statement.



Firstly, we present here an example data set. Itwill be used through this paper. Suppose we are deal-ing with the 3-attributes data set, and two lasses asshown in Table 1.Table 1: An example data setTuple ID A1 A2 A3 C1 1 0 1 02 1 1 1 03 1 0 1 04 0 1 1 15 0 0 0 16 0 1 1 17 1 1 0 18 1 0 0 19 0 1 0 110 1 1 0 1With the minimal support and minimal on�deneset at 2 and 90% respetively, we an derive a set ofgeneral rules from the example data set by an assoia-tive lassi�ation algorithm as shown in Table 2. Wean see that non-generals are not listed, for example,a rule (A2 = 0) ^ (A3 = 0) ! 1 whih has support 2and 100 % on�dene is not listed beause a rule r1,(A3 = 0)! 1 is more general.The \hidden" ondition for a sensitive rule is de-�ned as follows.De�nition 4 (Hidden Rule) Given a data setD with a set of lass labels C, let R be the set of gen-eral lassi�ation rules from D satisfying a minimalsupport threshold minsup, and a minimal on�denethreshold minonf . Let Rs � R be a set of sensitivelassi�ation rules. A sensitive rule rs is hidden if itssupport in D0 less than minsup.To hide a rule, we need to remove its supportingtuples until its support value is below the minimalsupport threshold.Example 1 From our running data set in Table1 and the set or rules in Table 2, suppose that thedata owner want to hide rule r2:(A1 = 0) ! 1 . Tosatisfy the hidden rule ondition, 3 out of 4 tuples inD2 must be removed (D2 = fd4; d5; d6; d9g).One the sensitive rules are guaranteed to be hid-den by the ondition, the data quality should be max-imize, in the other words, the impat on the dataquality by data redution should be minimized. Theimpat is represented in terms of the number of false-dropped rules and the number of ghost rules in themodi�ed data set. The impat is de�ned as follows.De�nition 5 (False-dropped rules) A false-dropped rule is a non-sensitive general rule in R�Rsin the original data set D whih an not be derivedfrom the modi�ed data set D0 by using minimalsupport minsup and minimal on�dene minonf .When we remove a supporting tuple, for the non-sensitive rules whih are supported by the tuple, boththeir support and on�dene are dereased. If thesupport or on�dene value of any non-sensitive ruleis less than the threshold, the rule an not be derivedin the modi�ed data set and beomes a false-droppedrule.Example 2 From our running example, supposethat the data owner wants to hide a sensitive ruler3:(A1 = 1) ^ (A3 = 1) ! 0, whih has supportingtuples fd1; d2; d3g. If a tuple d1 (or d3) is seleted,rule r4:(A2 = 0) ^ (A3 = 1) ! 0 will be lost, be-ause the seleted tuple also support a non-sensitive

rule r4. Moreover, the support of r4 is exatly equalto the minimal support threshold. So, the number offalse-dropped rules from removal of d1 (or d3) to hidethe rule is 1.De�nition 6 (Ghost Rules) A ghost rule is arule whih an not be derived from the original dataset D by using minimal support minsup and mini-mal on�dene minonf , but an be derived from themodi�ed data set D0.The impat of ghost rules an be onsidered as theopposite impat to the false-dropped rules. In a dataset, there may exist some lassi�ation rules whosesupport is greater than minsup but on�dene be-low minonf . When a supporting tuple of a sensitiverule rl is removed, it may inrease on�dene of thistype of rule if the tuple satis�es the left-hand-side ofthe rule, but the rule has di�erent lass label. If theinreasing on�dene of a rule an satisfy the mini-mal on�dene threshold, the rule will beome a ghostrule.Example 3 Suppose that the data owner wantsto hide a sensitive rule r1:(A3 = 0) ! 1 in the run-ning example, its supporting tuples whih we an re-move are fd5; d7; d8; d9; d10g. If tuple d8 is removed,the rules (A2 = 0) ! 0, (A1 = 1) ! 0, and(A1 = 1) ^ (A2 = 0) ! 0 an be ome ghost rulesbeause d8 satis�es their literals, but d8 has di�er-ent lass (these rules satisfy minimal support thresh-old). However, they are not derived in the �rst plaebeause the on�dene values of these rules are lessthan minimal on�dene threshold. Considering thedata set, d8 removal will ause the on�denes of rule(A1 = 1) ^ (A2 = 0) ! 0 to inrease and satisfythe minimal on�dene threshold. After the removal,suh the ghost rule (A1 = 1) ^ (A2 = 0) ! 0 is gen-erated. The number of ghost rules from removal of d8to hide the rule r1 is 1.Remember that in the assoiative lassi�ationproblem, we only onsider the most general interest-ing lassi�ation rules as the mining result. This willlead to some additional irumstanes in whih false-dropped rule and ghost rules an be generated duringthe hiding proess. First, the false-dropped rules analso be aused by the on�dene inrease of previouslyuninteresting rules. For example, suppose that r0 isan uninteresting rule, and during the hiding proess,it beomes interesting due to the inrease of its on�-dene (that is, r0 is a ghost rule). If r0 is more generalthan some interesting non-sensitive rules, these lessgeneral rules should be removed from the result setand therefore, beome the false-dropped rules. Sim-ilarly, if a non-sensitive rule r1 beomes uninterest-ing due to the derease of its on�dene (i.e. r1 is afalse-dropped rule), some rules whih are less generalthan r1 but with the support and on�dene abovethe thresholds ould appear in the result set beausethey are now the most general interesting rules. A-ording to our de�nition, these rules are ghost rules.From the above de�nitions, we formalize sensitiveassoiative lassi�ation rule hiding problem by dataredution approah as follows.Problem 1 Given a data set D with set of lasslabels C, let R be the set of assoiative lassi�ationrules from D and for any rule r 2 R; Sup(r) >minsup and Conf(r) > minonf , where minsup andminonf are two given thresholds. In addition, letRs � R be a set of sensitive lassi�ation rules. Theproblem is to transform D into D0 by removing sometuples from D suh that 1) any rule rs 2 Rs is invalidin D0 in terms of the threshold minsup and 2) the



Table 2: Assoiative lassi�ation rules on the example data setRule No. Content Support Con�dene1. (A3 = 0)! 1 5 100%2. (A1 = 0)! 1 4 100%3. (A1 = 1) ^ (A3 = 1)! 0 3 100%4. (A2 = 0) ^ (A3 = 1)! 0 2 100%impat, i.e. the summation of the number of false-dropped rules and the number of ghost rules, of re-moval is minimized.Note here that the impat is de�ned as the sum-mation for simpliity. It ould be adjusted aordingto the appliation. For example, in medial domain,ghost rules ould lead to the wrong treatment (Wuet al. 2007), so it should be weighted as the higherimpat on data quality, then data modi�ation algo-rithms will prefer to generate false-dropped rules.5 Data Redution Approah EvaluationIn this setion, �rst, we present an exhaustivesearh algorithm whih hides sensitive rules and guar-antees optimal data quality. Then, we give the ex-periment setting for our evaluation. At the end, wepresent the experiment results with disussions.5.1 An Exhaustive AlgorithmFigure 1 shows the pseudo ode of the exhaustivealgorithm 1. This algorithm removes the seleted tu-ples for hiding sensitive rules and meanwhile guaran-tees the optimal quality for the modi�ed data set. Foreah sensitive rule rs, we �rst ompute the set Ds oftuples that support rs. Next, we reate D Removals,whih is the set of all possible andidate tuple sets tohide rs. Preisely, eah element in D Removals is thesubset ofDs and has ardinality Sup(rs)�minsup+1.After �nding D Removals for eah sensitive rule, wereate our searh spae Global D Removal, whih isthe set that enumerates all possible tuple sets for hid-ing the omplete set Rs of sensitive rules. The ele-ment of D Removals, denoted as GDR, is formedby seleting an element (one set of tuples that anhide rs) from eah D removals and then omputingthe union of them. Finally, we evaluate every andi-date solution in the searh spae. That is, for eahGDR, we ompute the orresponding modi�ed dataset Intermediate D. Then, we reompute the lassi-�ation rules for Intermediate D and determine theimpat. The modi�ed data set with minimal impatis seleted as the output of the algorithm.It is apparent that exhaustive algorithm exploresvery large searh spae and is not pratial for largedata sets. However, sine our fous in this paper is todemonstrate that the data redution approah worksvery e�etively for the problem of hiding sensitivelassi�ation rules, we apply this algorithm to �ndthe optimal solution. Many heuristis ould be usedto �nd the near-optimal result muh more quikly.5.2 Experiment SettingThe experiments are onduted on an 3 GHz IntelPentium 4 PC with 1024 megabytes main memoryrunning Mirosoft Window XP. The exhaustive al-gorithm is implemented by using JDK 5.0 based onWeka Data Mining Software (Witten & Frank 2005).The experiment is performed on three real-life datasets from UCI repository (Blake & Merz 1998) i.e.mushroom, redit sreening, and voting data sets. All

Table 3: Features of data setsData setDetail Voting Credit MushroomSreening#Tuples 232 653 5644#Attributes 15 16 22minsup 0.4 0.15 0.1minonf 0.5 0.5 0.4#GeneralRules 14 12 9#AllRules 71 52 66SupportRange 0.40-0.51 0.16-0.44 0.1-0.33Average#Literals 1.546 3.44 4.67data sets are transformed into binary data sets. Tu-ples with missing values are removed. The featuresof the data sets used in experiments are summarizedin Table 3. Here we also give the rule summary un-der given parameter settings on minimal support andminimal on�dene. Note that support listed in thetable is the ratio of support values to the total numberof tuples.5.3 Data QualityWe investigate data quality of modi�ed data setsby two fators: numbers of sensitive rules to be hid-den (jRsj), and support range of sensitive rules (therange of sup(rs)). When we onsider the e�et of jRsj,the range of sup(rs) will be �xed. In the same way,we �x jRsj, when we onsider the e�et of sup(rs).In eah experiment, for �ve times, we randomly se-let sensitive rules aording to a spei�ed setting ofjRsj and sup(rs). Then, for eah random seletion,we ompute the optimal impat by the exhaustivealgorithm. Finally, we report the �ve-time-averageimpat on data quality, i.e., the average number offalse-dropped rules and ghost rules for the given set-ting.First, we report the e�et of jRsj on the data qual-ity in Table 4. The �xed ranges of sup(rs) are 0.42-0.44, 0.18-0.25, and 0.18-0.27 for voting, redit sreen-ing, and mushroom data sets respetively.From Table 4, it an be seen that the data redu-tion approah an provide modi�ed data sets withhigh data quality. Further, given a data set, foreah experiment setting, we ompute the perentagebetween the average number of false-dropped rules



Input:D: a data setminsup: a support thresholdminonf : a on�dene thresholdR: the set of assoiative lassi�ation rules in D (satisfying minsup and minonf)Rs: the set of sensitive lassi�ation rules, Rs � ROutput:D0: the output data set, from whih Rs an not be derived,and the impat on data quality is minimalMethod:1 Initialize Min Impat;2 for eah rule rs 2 Rs3 Compute Ds;4 Determine the set D Removals, suh that the elements of D Removals are5 all the subset of Ds with the ardinality (Sup(rs) �minsup+ 1);6 end for7 Determine the set Global D Removal, whose elements are all possible tuple sets8 that an hide the set of sensitive rules Rs, eah element, denoted as GDR,9 is formed by seleting one element from eah D removals and union them;10 for eah GDR 2 Global D Removal do11 Intermediate D = D �GDR;12 Reompute lassi�ation rules for data set Intermediate D;13 Determine impat;14 if impat < Min Impat15 D0 = Intermediate D;16 end if17 end for Figure 1: An exhaustive searh algorithm.Table 4: Impat on data quality in terms of jRsjData set jRsj # False-dropped # Ghostrules rulesVoting 1 1.00 0.002 1.40 0.003 2.00 0.004 1.00 0.005 0.40 0.00Credit 1 0.40 1.00Sreening 2 0.60 1.203 0.80 2.004 1.00 1.005 0.00 1.00Mushroom 1 1.60 0.002 1.80 0.003 1.40 0.004 1.00 0.005 0.40 0.00(ghost rules) and the number of non-sensitive gen-eral rules. Then, we ompute the average perentagefor these settings. In our result, the average perent-ages between the numbers of false-dropped rules andthe number of non-sensitive general rules are 10.0%,6.2%, and 19.8% for voting, redit sreening, andmushroom data sets respetively. For the ghost rules,these average perentages are 0%, 14.8%, and 0% forthe three data sets.We observe that when the number of sensitiverules is inreased, the number of false-dropped rulesis also inreased for some period, then, it starts to de-rease. The reason is beause the numbers of deriv-able general rules in di�erent data sets are the er-tain onstant numbers (14, 12, 9 for voting, reditsreening, and mushroom respetively). Therefore,the more general rules to be hidden, the less numberof non-sensitive rules will be false-dropped.We also observe that there is no ghost rule gener-ated from voting and mushroom data set. For votingdata set, the reason is beause a high minimal sup-port is used (0.42-0.44), when we hide sensitive rules,many more tuples will be removed. This means thepotential ghost rules are also removed. While mush-

Table 5: Impat on data quality in terms of the rangeof sup(rs)Data set range of # False-dropped # Ghostsup(rs) rules rulesVoting 0.40-0.41 0.2 0.00.42-0.43 1.4 0.00.44-0.45 1.6 0.00.46-0.47 2.6 0.00.48-0.50 2.8 0.0Credit 0.20-0.24 0.2 0.2Sreening 0.25-0.29 0.8 0.80.30-0.34 1.0 1.20.35-0.39 1.2 1.40.40-0.45 1.8 1.6Mushroom 0.10-0.15 0.0 0.00.14-0.20 1.0 0.00.19-0.25 1.6 0.00.24-0.30 2.0 0.00.29-0.34 2.2 0.0room data set is very sparse, so, it is hard to �nd anew ghost rule when data redution approah is used.In Table 5, the e�et of sup(rs) to the data qualityis shown. The numbers of sensitive rules jRsj are �xedat 2 for all data sets.Unlike jRsj, we an see that the impat on dataquality inreases when we inrease sup(rs), though,it is still onsidered relatively low. Sine we �x thenumber of sensitive rules at 2, from the results whenwe hide the rules with highest ranges of support, westill an preserve the majority of the non-sensitivegeneral rules, i.e. the average numbers of preservednon-sensitive rules are 9.2 out of 12, 8.2 out of 10,and 4.8 out of 7 rules for voting, redit sreening, andmushroom data sets respetively.5.4 Size of Modi�ed Data SetSine there exists the risk that a modi�ed data setby data redution approah an beome very small,in this setion, we onsider the number of remainingtuples in the modi�ed data sets (jD0j). In this ex-periment, the ranges of sup(rs) are �xed at 0.42-0.44,



Table 6: Size of Modi�ed Data SetData set jD0j=jDj ImpatVoting 0.885 # False-dropped rules = 1.6# Ghost rules = 0.0Credit 0.907 # False-dropped rules = 0.2Sreening # Ghost rules = 0.2Mushroom 0.932 # False-dropped rules = 2.0# Ghost rules = 0.00.18-0.25, and 0.18-0.27 for Voting, Credit Sreening,and Mushroom data sets respetively. jRsj is set as 2for the random sensitive rules seletion in every dataset. We onsider that these settings are ommon situ-ations for the problem, where the numbers of sensitiverules and their supports are moderate. We report theaverage ratio between jD0j and the size of an originaldata set jDj. To help illustrating, we also report theaverage number of false-dropped rules and ghost rulesunder eah experiment setting.From Table 6, it an be seen that the sizes of theresulting data sets are not muh di�erent from theoriginals. We an see that voting data set has theleast number of remaining tuples omparatively. Thisis beause of the high support is used, thus, the morenumber of tuples need to be removed to hide sensitiverules. On the other hand, the size of the modi�edmushroom data set is omparatively high beause ofits sparseness.6 Conlusions and Future WorkIn this paper, we address the problem of hidingsensitive lassi�ation rules by data redution. Wefous on the problem in the ontext of assoiative las-si�ation rule mining. The data quality of a modi�eddata set is de�ned by the number of false-droppedrules and the number of ghost rules. The main on-tributions are as follows. Firstly, we have introduedand de�ned the problem of hiding assoiative lassi-�ation rules based on data redution. Seondly, wehave onduted the experiments on real data sets, andthe results show that the data redution approah anhide sensitive rules very e�etively, i.e, the modi�eddata sets have high data quality after the hiding pro-ess.In our future work, we will fous on the eÆienyof algorithms by this approah. Some heuristis willbe applied to eÆiently searh the near-optimal solu-tion. Also, we will target on addressing the prob-lem where the given data sets have the attributeswith riher domains, e.g., ategorial or ontinuousattributes.ReferenesAgrawal, R., Imielinski, T. & Swami, A. (1993), Min-ing assoiation rules between sets of items inlarge databases, in `SIGMOD '93: Proeedingsof the 1993 ACM SIGMOD international onfer-ene on Management of data', ACM Press, NewYork, NY, USA, pp. 207{216.Atallah, M., Elmagarmid, A., Ibrahim, M., Bertino,E. & Verykios, V. (1999), Dislosure limitation
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